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Introduction
In his 2000 Presidential campaign, and in the
education proposals he has submitted to Congress,
President George W. Bush suggested that some form of
private school vouchers could effectively spur public
school reform. While Mr. Bush both as candidate and as
President has downplayed the presence of the politically
divisive voucher option in his education policies, vouchers
have been seen by many of his supporters as central to their
conception of public education reform. This has been so
even as these advocates have begun to steer away from the
hot-button term “voucher” in their discussion, reframing
the issue instead as one of putting parents in charge of
decisions about their children’s schooling.1
In the last year especially, voucher advocates have been
successful in depicting vouchers as effective tools for
improving both the performance of students who use them
to attend private schools, and spurring improvements in
public schools in the communities where vouchers are in
effect. Although they have gathered some support across
the political spectrum, voucher advocates have not yet won
the political fight; voucher proposals were turned down in
state referenda held in California and Michigan in the
November 2000 elections, and voucher provisions were
stripped from the US House of Representatives’ education
bill – a bill largely mirroring the Bush Administration’s
education agenda – in order to win bipartisan support.2
A careful reading of the research suggests that policy
makers may be correct to resist to the voucher solution.
Notwithstanding claims to the contrary, a decade of
research has shown no academic benefit from sending

students to voucher schools. The few studies that do show
improvement have been produced under conditions that
have led to serious questions about the quality of their
research. Some voucher advocates argue that vouchers
“level the playing field” for the urban poor by allowing
them to choose private schools for their children, just as the
wealthy and upper middle class can choose to live in better
public districts or to attend private schools. International
and domestic research, however, has found that voucher
programs may in fact increase funding inequities between
low-income and high-income school districts, stratify
students by income, race and social background, and drain
needed funds from the nation’s public school systems.
A Brief History of Vouchers
The contemporary debate over educational vouchers in the
United States largely rests on the 1955 proposal by
economist Milton Friedman, who called for giving parents
vouchers with which they could send their children to any
school, public or private.3 Friedman’s view, which he
expanded upon in a 1963 book summarizing his freemarket economic beliefs, was that an educational market
would more efficiently allocate educational resources than
government-run schools. The principles underlying his
position drew little attention or support at first. Instead,
private school choice proposals that were advanced in the
late 1950s were not aimed at creating competition and an
educational market but, rather, grew out of opposition to
court-ordered desegregation in the wake of the U.S.
Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education decision in
1954.4 In 1956, the Virginia Legislature passed a “tuitiongrant” program and in 1960 a “scholarship” plan that
provided students with tax dollars to pay the tuition at any
qualified non-sectarian school in their school district so
they would not be required to attend newly integrated
public schools.
In the 1960s, private school choice began to find support
among three very different groups: Catholics who saw
taxpayer-financed vouchers as a fiscal lifeline for their
cash-poor schools; free-market advocates, such as
Friedman, who regarded vouchers as a way of making
public education more efficient; and those of varied
political persuasions who, for a number of reasons, were
dissatisfied with the shortcomings of what David Tyack, an

historian of public education, has labeled “the one best
system.”5
President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Democratic administration
in the late 1960s embraced the idea of vouchers at a time
when the voucher constituency included not only some
political conservatives and segments of the business
community, but also “de-schoolers” influenced by the
writings of Ivan Illich,6 progressive and black nationalist
“free schoolers,”7 social critics of the public education
bureaucracy such as Paul Goodman,8 and liberal academics
such as Christopher Jencks.9 The chance to craft
“regulated” voucher plans targeting the poorest with the
largest vouchers appealed to many liberals.
President Richard Nixon’s administration advanced the
Johnson administration proposal. Only one public school
system, in Alum Rock, California, actually attempted to
implement a voucher plan, abandoning it after results
proved disappointing.10 In 1971, a panel of the Nixon
administration’s Presidential Commission on School
Finance proposed “Parochiaid” to provide public money to
parochial schools. That same year, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court raised the legal barriers to government
support for church schools, holding in an 8-0 vote in Lemon
v. Kurtzman that distribution of tax dollars to private
schools, to be constitutional, had to have a secular purpose;
that its main effect could not be to either advance or inhibit
religion; and that the tax dollars could not excessively
entangle the state with religion.11 Although Parochiaid
died, the debate over it foreshadowed many of the
arguments heard today over the use of tax-paid vouchers to
pay for tuition at private, religious schools.12
The Reagan administration in the 1980s tried but failed to
move voucher legislation through Congress.13 With freemarket arguments for private school vouchers meeting no
success, the Reagan administration shifted to public school
choice.14 This new emphasis broadened support for school
“choice,” which many saw now as a strategy to reform
rather than to dismantle the public school system. By
shifting the focus from private school vouchers to public
school choice, President Reagan successfully separated
educational choice from its racist and sectarian roots.15 In
1988, Minnesota enacted a public school choice law, and
over the next eight years, 13 other states followed suit, with

laws allowing students to attend any public school in the
state that had room for them.16

Private school vouchers received renewed attention during
the presidency of George H. W. Bush, who sent Vice
President Dan Quayle to Oregon to speak on behalf of a
voucher initiative there. Bush expressed strong support for
Wisconsin’s 1990 private school voucher law, which
initiated what was presented as an experimental program to
allow low-income children in the Milwaukee Public
Schools to use tax-funded vouchers to enroll in nonsectarian private schools. Bush included “parental choice”
in his 1991 “America 2000” reform initiative and, in 1992,
proposed a voucher plan that he called a “G.I. Bill for
Children.”17
Four states holding referenda on voucher plans – Michigan
(1978), Oregon (1990), Colorado (1992) and California
(1993) – saw voters rejecting vouchers by an approximately
2 to 1 margin.18 Puerto Rico in 1993 passed legislation that
provided vouchers worth $1,500 per child that low-income
families could use to send their children to any school,
public or private, including religious schools.
Vouchers and the Law
Until the 1980s, the constitutional prohibition against
church-state entanglements, as well as public opposition to
tax funds for religious schools and a lack of generally
available alternatives to public schools, kept school
voucher proposals on the fringes of American school
reform. As already noted, the Nixon administration’s 1971
“Parochiaid” proposal was all but aborted by the US
Supreme Court’s Lemon v. Kurtzman decision, holding that
for the distribution of tax dollars to private schools to be
constitutional, it had to show the school’s purpose was
secular; that the main effect was to neither advance nor
inhibit religion; and that it did not excessively entangle the
state with religion.19
Beginning in the early 1990s, however, the question of
whether or not vouchers that included religious schools
might be constitutional became increasingly unsettled, as

courts ruling in various cases contradicted each other on the
question.
In 1990, Wisconsin established the nation’s first private
school voucher program. The Wisconsin Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of the state’s voucher law in
1992, reasoning that it affected a small number of children
living in poverty, did not include religious schools and that
what the state learned from the program might benefit
children elsewhere in Wisconsin.20 The state legislature
expanded Wisconsin’s voucher law in 1995 to increase the
number of students who could participate and to extend the
program to include religious schools. In June 1998, the
Wisconsin Supreme Court deemed the 1995 revisions
constitutional. That same year, the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to review the case, letting the Milwaukee voucher
program stand.
Other voucher programs have faired less well in the courts.
In 1993, Puerto Rico passed legislation providing vouchers
worth $1,500 per child for low-income families to send
their children to any school, public or private. In 1994, the
Puerto Rican Supreme Court stuck down the private school
portion of the bill.
In Florida, a statewide, publicly funded voucher program is
in legal limbo. Under Florida’s program, students become
eligible for private school vouchers if their public school
receives an “F” grade from the state two years out of four.
A lower court judge ruled the program unconstitutional,
while an appeals court overturned that ruling in October
2000. The state Supreme Court in an April 2001 decision
let the appeals court ruling stand.21
In a 1999 ruling, the US Supreme Court gave a mixed
decision on a Maine voucher program, allowing the state to
subsidize children attending private schools, but denying
such aid for students in religious schools. The next US
Supreme Court ruling on the issue may come in the case of
a voucher program for low-income students in Cleveland,
Ohio.
In 1995, Ohio enacted a pilot voucher program largely
supported by $5.25 million in funds previously earmarked
for the Cleveland Public Schools. The Ohio law allowed
religious schools to participate, leading to an immediate

constitutional challenge. A federal judge declared the
voucher program unconstitutional in 1999 because most of
the schools receiving voucher money had a religious
affiliation. Voucher supporters appealed that ruling, and in
December 2000, a three-judge federal appeals panel ruled
the program violated the Constitution’s separation of
church and state because few non-religious private schools,
and no suburban public schools, were participating in the
program and opening their doors to Cleveland Public
Schools students.22 The question of using tax money to
send students to private and religious schools in Ohio is
widely expected to be taken up before the US Supreme
Court.
Do Vouchers Work? A Review of Voucher Research
In 1990 Wisconsin established the nation’s first private
school voucher program – the Milwaukee Parental Choice
Program (MPCP) – which initially allowed up to 1 percent
of Milwaukee Public Schools students, or about 1,000
pupils, to attend participating private, non-sectarian schools
within the city. Each child in the program received a
voucher worth the per-pupil equalized state aid to the
Milwaukee Public Schools, originally set at $2,446. Unlike
public schools, teachers at Choice schools did not need to
be certified, and the curriculum of the Choice schools did
not have to be reviewed or accredited by an outside agency.
Choice schools also did not have to meet the financial
disclosure or other record-keeping requirements placed on
public schools.23
University of Wisconsin political science professor John
Witte evaluated the Milwaukee voucher experiment every
year from 1990 to 1995.24 Witte found no statistically
significant differences between the achievement of students
attending Choice schools and the achievement of random
samples of students attending Milwaukee Public Schools.

A 1995 report by Harvard Professor Paul Peterson argued
with Witte’s statistical methods and asserted that Witte
understated the positive academic impact of the Milwaukee
Parental Choice Program.25 Peterson’s analysis echoed a
1992 critique, “The Milwaukee Parental Choice Program,”
written for the Wisconsin Policy Research Institute.26 The

Wisconsin Legislature’s research arm released its own
report in February 1995, stating that no conclusions could
be drawn about academic performance in comparing the
voucher program with Milwaukee Public Schools,
including Witte’s finding that there was no significant
difference.27 Revisions to the law in 1995 eliminated the
annual evaluation and allowed religious schools to
participate. No achievement data on the Milwaukee
vouchers program were collected during the 1995-96 or
1996-97 school years.
The Milwaukee Experiment: Conflicting Conclusions
Three research teams have analyzed the data collected
during the first four years of the program.
Witte is the principal author of five annual evaluations
already noted. Additionally, he and his team are the only
researchers to have analyzed fifth-year data on the
program.28 In January 1997 Witte summarized the findings
of his first four evaluations and reanalyzed some of his data
to respond to earlier criticisms of his methods and
findings.29
In August 1996 and March 1997, Professors Jay Greene
(University of Houston), Paul Peterson (Harvard) and
Jiangtao Du (Harvard) issued two re-analyses of Witte’s
data on the first four years of the program.30
In September 1997 and December 1997, Princeton
Professor Cecilia Rouse released papers analyzing the
achievement data from the Choice program’s first four
years.31
In considering the research designs and findings of the
three research teams, it is necessary to note several points
that may skew achievement data considerably. The
Milwaukee Parental Choice Program’s has never involved
a large number of students, has never reached the total
enrollment authorized by law, has experienced strikingly
high turnover, and has tended to primarily involve
elementary school students. The Wisconsin Legislative
Audit Bureau’s 1995 report said 30.3 percent of the
children enrolled in the program one year did not return the
next year.32 The Milwaukee Parental Choice Program
overwhelmingly supports elementary school students: 23.2

percent of the participants in 1994-95 were enrolled in
kindergarten, 61.1 percent in kindergarten through third
grade, and 76 percent in kindergarten through fifth grade.33
At the time that achievement data were collected, three
schools enrolled a substantial majority (over 80 percent,
according to Greene, Peterson, and Du34) of all voucher
students. All three schools had a long history and
established reputations prior to the passage of the
Milwaukee voucher program. The fact that enrollment at
the time was skewed so sharply to three schools with their
unique histories makes it difficult to generalize to largescale voucher programs that would require many new
schools. Finally, none of the evaluations of the Milwaukee
program contain data on high school students because so
few voucher students attended high school during the study
period. As already noted, since the program’s expansion
there have been no scientific studies of achievement.
Witte: No Difference
Witte found that, when compared to Milwaukee Public
School parents, parents who send their children to voucher
schools are better educated and more involved in their
children’s education, have higher academic expectations,
and are more critical of the Milwaukee Public Schools than
are MPS parents.35 These findings suggests that
Milwaukee’s vouchers parents are so-called high-voice
parents. Since only a small number of students apply to
Choice schools each year relative to the number of eligible
students – about 60,000 – the program may be attracting a
small subset of low-income parents with distinct
characteristics, making it difficult to use the Milwaukee
experience to predict the effectiveness of large-scale
voucher programs.
In his five evaluations of the Milwaukee program, Witte
compared voucher students’ average test scores and
changes in test scores to the same figures for two other
groups: a random sample of Milwaukee Public School
students and a random sample of low-income MPS
students. Witte’s overall conclusion was that there was no
academic advantage for students attending Choice schools,
and a small, non-significant advantage for MPS students in
reading.36
Peterson et al: Some Difference

Greene, Peterson, and Du (GPD) argued that Witte’s
controls for family and individual characteristics were
inadequate when he compared Choice and MPS students.37
Instead, they compared Choice students with students who
applied to Choice schools but were not admitted. The
Milwaukee voucher law required that each participating
school randomly select its successful voucher applicants.
GPD therefore considered a comparison of successful and
unsuccessful applicants to be akin to a natural experiment
comparing two otherwise identical groups. In their view,
differences that may exist between students do not have to
be controlled for because random assignment assures that
differences will be evenly distributed across the groups
being compared.
Comparing Choice students to unsuccessful Choice
applicants, GPD report that, after three or four years in the
Choice program, students begin to show higher levels of
performance. In math, GPD report 5- and 11-percentile
rank differences in the third and fourth years.38 Reading
scores of Choice students exceed those of unsuccessful
applicants by 2 to 5 percentile ranks. GPD say that the
delay before math and reading scores improve may result
from the time it takes a student to accustom themselves to a
new school and its academic program.
Several factors mar GPD’s “natural experiment,” however.
No one has examined whether Choice schools actually
selected students randomly; indeed, in later years, the
schools were accused of failing to do so.39 The fact that
siblings of children already enrolled in Choice schools were
guaranteed places without going through a lottery further
interferes with random selection. Finally, since lotteries
took place at the school level, the proper control group
should in theory be the rejected applicants of each
individual school, not for the program as a whole.
In 1997, Witte also examined the performance of
unsuccessful Choice applicants.40 He found that Choice
students performed no differently in reading than
unsuccessful applicants. While he, like GPD, did find that
Choice students performed better in math than unsuccessful
applicants, particularly in the third and fourth years of the
program, Witte discounted the value of those results
because more than half of the unsuccessful applicants – 52
percent – did not return to MPS. As a result, their test

scores were not available and the reminder did not
constitute a truly random sample of unsuccessful
applicants.
Rouse: A Slight Difference – Maybe
Rouse, comparing the performance of all students selected
to attend Choice schools with a random sample of MPS
students, found no significant advantage in reading.41
Rouse further described GPD’s reading results as
“fragile.”42 In math, Rouse found that students admitted to
the voucher program and the sub-sample still participating
in the program both had faster math gains than her random
sample of MPS students. Rouse estimated that the math
scores of successful applicants and of program participants
rise each year by 1.5-2.4 percentile points more than MPS
student tests scores.43
Rouse cautioned that there are several caveats when
considering her results, however.44 First, a large number of
students in the data set did not have total math scores.
Second, Rouse’s method assumed that, in the absence of
the voucher program, the two comparison groups would
have improved their scores over time at the same rate. And
third, the data sets on the Milwaukee voucher experiment
included no school variables, such as social and economic
profile of the school, class size, school size or spending per
student.

Since there is clear evidence that class size, for example,
has a significant effect on student achievement, Rouse’s
results may have nothing to do with participation in the
Choice program per se. In her later paper, Rouse took a
first step toward addressing the lack of school variables and
presented evidence that class size in public schools
exceeded that in Choice schools. Moreover, Rouse found
that students in one sub-group of the Milwaukee Public
Schools that have a class size comparable to Choice
schools have better overall test scores than Choice
schools.45
The Cleveland Voucher Program

Ohio enacted the Cleveland Scholarship and Tutoring
Program (CSTP) in 1995.46 In 1996-97, about 77 percent
of the scholarship students attended one of 46 religious
schools, 35 of which were Catholic. The other 23 percent
attended non-sectarian private schools. The vast majority of
the students are low-income African-Americans.
A research team at Indiana University headed by
Professor Kim Metcalf found that in the first year of the
program (1996-97), third-graders in the voucher program
did not achieve a higher level on reading, language,
mathematics, science and social studies tests than students
who remained in the Cleveland Public Schools.47 The
second-year evaluation (1997-98) found that fourth-grade
students in the voucher program achieved significantly
better than their public school counterparts in science and
language. But when classroom variables, such as class size,
teacher experience, and teacher level of education, are
accounted for, the voucher students achieved significantly
higher scores only in language.48

Professor Paul Peterson of Harvard, Jay Greene of the
University of Texas, and William Howell of Stanford
University analyzed test score data from the two largest
non-religious private schools in the program. Their report,
released in September 1997 by the Harvard Program on
Education Policy and Governance (PEPG), reported
percentile gains on fall-to-spring testing: overall K-3
percentile gains of 5.6 in reading, -4.5 (language), 11.6
(math total) and 12.8 (math concepts).49 The testing
regimen used in the PEPG report, however, was rejected as
unsound practice years ago for Federal Chapter I
evaluations.50 Most schools gain every spring and fall back
the next autumn. For fall-to-spring changes in test scores to
be meaningful, a carefully chosen comparison group must
also be tested. The PEPG analysis has no such comparison
group and is so flawed that it contributes little to
understanding how voucher programs might affect student
achievement.
The Three Cities Study
In August 2000, the purported academic benefits of
educational vouchers again received widespread media

attention. In a new report on privately funded voucher
programs in Dayton, Ohio, New York City, and
Washington, D.C. a team of researchers including Paul E.
Peterson of Harvard reported general achievement gains
among the voucher students.51 The Peterson team’s
conclusions were soon called into question, however, by
the researchers’ own research partners. The Peterson team
presented the results from the three cities averaged across
grade levels, and combined the averaged results from all
three cities. Because averaged results tend to conceal
inconsistent findings, however, they may make the
achievement impact reported appear more generalized than
it is.52 The impression created by the averaged data was
apparently troubling enough to prompt the team’s research
partners at Mathematica, a highly respected private
research firm, to issue a separate statement that students
offered a scholarship in New York City performed at about
the same level as students in the control group.53
The actual results of the three cities study are far less
conclusive. African-American students in New York
showed gains in both years of the study, but other ethnic
groups showed small, but insignificant, losses. In
Washington, D.C., African-Americans in grades 2 through
5 in year one showed a significant gain in math and a
significant loss in reading. They showed gains in both
subjects in year two. No other ethnic groups gained in
either year. In grades 6 through 8, African-Americans
showed no change in math and a significant loss in reading
in year one, but significant gains in math and no significant
gain in reading in year two. In Dayton, African-Americans
showed no significant gains in either subject in year one,
but did show a significant gain in reading in year two. No
other ethnic groups showed gains in either subject in either
year.54
Florida’s A-Plus Program
Under a program implemented in 1999, public school
students in Florida may receive vouchers enabling them to
attend private schools if their public school received two
successive failing grades from the state. In February 2001,
Jay Greene, now affiliated with the Manhattan Institute,
published an evaluation of the Florida program. Greene
reported that schools receiving a failing grade from the
state in 1999 achieved test score improvements “more than

twice as large as those achieved by other schools.” Since
these schools would have been subject to losing students to
vouchers if they failed a second time, Greene concluded
that the threat of vouchers motivated the poorest
performing schools to improve.55
Scholars who reexamined his data, however, found
methodological flaws. Reporting in Education Policy
Analysis Archives, Gregory Camilli and Katrina Bulkley
found fault with Greene’s methods on two counts. First,
they wrote, Greene combined scores from different tests
given at different grades, which obscured differences in
outcomes from one grade level to another. Because Greene
also reported the effect sizes based on schools rather than
on individuals, his study also led to “significant
overestimation” of the results from vouchers compared
with the results that might be attributed to other educational
interventions, such as class-size reduction. Finally, Camilli
and Bulkley found, Greene did not adequately correct for
the statistical concept of “regression to the mean” – the
understanding that those who perform at the extremes of
any particular test are more likely than not to produce less
extreme scores on a subsequent testing.56
A re-analysis of the Florida public school test-score data by
Haggai Kupermintz of the University of Colorado at
Boulder further challenged Greene’s conclusion that the
voucher threat offered the most plausible interpretation of
the improvements reported under the Florida A-Plus
system.57 Kupermintz offered as an alternative
explanation the possibility that failing schools targeted and
achieved a minimum “passing” score on the state’s writing
test to escape the threat of vouchers.58
Vouchers and Public Policy
Beyond considering whether vouchers are effective
in improving student achievement, a case that as has been
seen here is far from demonstrated, there is the question of
the broader public policy implications of implementing a
voucher system. On that question, the first point to be
considered is the true nature of the problem for which
vouchers are presented as the cure.
Vouchers supporters base their advocacy on three widely
held views about public education: that educational

outcomes have deteriorated, that American public
education costs have accelerated unreasonably, and that the
public schools cannot reform themselves. The steep decline
in the wages of male minority workers since the late 1970s
has increased the demand to improve urban school quality
and made many African-Americans receptive to
vouchers.59 Proponents of private school vouchers, like
Wisconsin State Rep. Annette “Polly” Williams, author of
the Milwaukee vouchers law, link vouchers to their desire
to empower poor families and raise the academic
achievement of poor children, arguing that vouchers will
improve achievement by forcing public schools to compete
in an educational marketplace in which poor parents hold
the power of the purse.
Notwithstanding the conventional wisdom, however, there
is considerable evidence that educational outcomes have
actually improved over the last 20 years. A RAND study
found that between the 1970s and 1990, reading and math
scores rose significantly for Hispanics and African
Americans.60 This rarely heralded improvement took place
at a time when resources for regular classrooms at public
schools have increased only modestly: in a survey of nine
school districts, Richard Rothstein found that real spending
for regular education climbed by only 28 percent from
1967 to 1991.61 In an update of that report, Rothstein
found spending on regular education stagnated from 1991
to 1996, while special education spending rose.62
The view that educational outcomes have deteriorated is
further belied by analyses such as that of Princeton
University economist Alan Krueger, who reported in 1998
that National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
exams revealed rising American public school performance
over the past two decades.63 A student scoring in the 50th
percentile today, for example, performs as well as the 56th
percentile student 25 years ago.64 The most disadvantaged
students have made the greatest gains. Moreover, between
the early 1970s and 1990, the white-black NAEP test-score
gap for 17-year-olds decreased by almost half, before
increasing slightly in the 1990s.65
Parents wanting better schools for their kids have been
receptive to the third widely held view supporting school
vouchers: public schools are incapable of reforming
themselves because of bureaucratic and political

constraints. This argument gained intellectual legitimacy
with the publication of Politics, Markets, and America’s
Schools by John Chubb and Terry Moe in 1990.66 Chubb
and Moe argued that the failure to improve school
performance, plus evidence of the superior performance of
private schools, demonstrated the need for vouchers.67
Contrary to the claims by Chubb and Moe, the research
literature contains no clear evidence that private schools are
better than public schools. Moreover, since most of the
studies on public versus private schools use data for
secondary schools, they are of limited value in predicting
the impact of voucher programs that, for the most part,
involve private elementary schools.68
The Cost of Vouchers
A good deal of the pro-voucher argument concerns the
alleged efficiency of private schools. But in Milwaukee,
home of the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program, the
benefits of the voucher program relative to its cost cannot
be clearly determined. In 1998, when the state was paying
up to $4,894 per voucher student, and a majority of voucher
students were in the relatively cheap pre-K-through-3
grades, it would appear that voucher schools might enjoy a
financial advantage over Milwaukee’s public schools. But
the relative costs of public and voucher schools cannot be
accurately calculated without being able to gather and
analyze comparable financial data for the schools involved
in the program.69
In March 2001, new research showed that the Milwaukee
voucher program is costing Wisconsin taxpayers $13.6
million more in payments to private and religious schools
in the vouchers program than if taxpayers only paid for the
tuition for voucher students. The research found that
voucher students in religious schools in the program
generated revenues for the schools three to four times
greater than the actual tuition paid by those families of
children who attended those schools without taxpayersupported voucher aid. The average amount taxpayers spent
per voucher student in low-cost religious schools was
$4,256, while the average tuition paid by non-voucher
families in these same schools was $1,126, the researchers
found. 70 The researchers also found that because of
unconventional and very generous provisions in the

voucher law, private schools entering the Milwaukee
vouchers program were allowed to depreciate pre-existing
facilities at 100 percent, resulting in annual windfall
voucher payments of $1,300 per pupil in low-cost religious
schools and $302 per pupil in high-cost religious
schools.71
An even more recent study suggested that because of the
way funding for Milwaukee’s voucher program interacts
with state aid for local school districts, the voucher
program was also inadvertently penalizing some public
school districts outside of Milwaukee while enhancing
revenues for others.72, 73
Cost concerns may have contributed to the defeat by voters
of a voucher proposal in California in November 2000. The
initiative promised to provide a voucher worth at least
$4,000 to many middle-class and lower-income parents
who did not earn enough to afford private school tuition.
An analysis of the plan, however, warned that the voucher
proposals would not target the benefits to disadvantaged
families and concluded that much of the tax dollars would
go to affluent families – essentially tax relief for the well
off.74
Voucher programs also clearly drain funds from public
schools, an issue not debated much because voucher
programs, so far, have been small and student losses in
many school districts have been offset by increasing overall
enrollments. But the state funds school districts receive are
typically based on enrollment and when enrollment falls
off, so do state funds. For example, the funding for the first
year of Cleveland’s voucher program came from $5.25
million taken from the city’s share of state aid.75
Tilting the Playing Field
A number of voucher advocates contend that, by enabling
the urban poor to attend private schools, vouchers would
“level the playing field” for low-income families by
enabling them to choose from education alternatives just as
wealthier parents do. The countervailing concern is that
vouchers would instead increase inequities by diverting
money from public school students to students already in
private schools. For example, Henry Levin of Stanford
University found that the 5,902 students enrolled in either

charter or voucher schools cost the Milwaukee Public
Schools more than $29 million in revenue in 1997-98. But
of the 5,902 voucher and charter school students in that
school year, only 1,379 had attended MPS schools the
previous year.76
International data provide further evidence that voucher
plans may exacerbate socio-economic inequities.
Evaluations of the two largest voucher experiments in the
world, in New Zealand and in Chile, found that low-income
students did not end up better off than their better-off
counterparts. Instead, voucher systems reinforced
segregation, social stratification, and inequities between
these two groups.77
Evidence from Arizona further corroborates the fear that a
large-scale school choice program may increase
stratification in the schools based on income, race and
ethnicity. Casey D. Cobb and Gene V. Glass found that
Arizona charter schools were increasing racial segregation
in public education and that minority students were
disproportionately enrolled in charter schools with noncollege preparatory curricula.78 Large-scale voucher
programs would share many of the characteristics of
Arizona’s charter school program and may, therefore,
similarly reduce educational equity.
There is evidence that all school choice programs – public
school choice as well as voucher and charter school
programs – increase student stratification by income and
other family background characteristics without necessarily
producing academic gains. Godwin, Kemerer, and
Martinez, in their analysis of the characteristics of families
that choose to participate in either public or private school
choice programs in San Antonio, found that choosing
families had more education, higher incomes, higher
employment levels, and fewer children, and were less likely
to be on welfare, less likely to be African-American, more
likely to be two-parent families, and their children had
higher standardized test scores.79
A 1992 Carnegie Foundation report evaluated choice
programs around the country and concluded that to the
extent that choice programs benefit children at all, they
benefit the children of better educated parents.80 Bruce
Fuller, in a 1995 review, drew conclusions similar to those

of the Carnegie report.81 Geoff Whitty, reviewing the
research on school choice in three countries (the U.S.,
Great Britain, and New Zealand), found little evidence to
support the contention that creating educational “markets”
increases student achievement but did find that educational
“markets” make existing inequalities in education worse.82
Martin Carnoy drew a similar conclusion based on an
analysis of the effects of school privatization in Chile and
other countries.83 Even the political figure most closely
identified with the contemporary voucher movement,
Wisconsin state legislator Polly Williams, has expressed
concern about the political pressure to create voucher
programs that result in increasing educational inequity.84
Finally, notwithstanding the use of test score data to
promote the efficacy of vouchers – data that has already
been seen to be inconsistent and inconclusive – voucher
advocates frequently deny that private schools should be
subject to the sort of accountability measures that public
schools are increasingly being held to. Schools
participating in the Milwaukee voucher program, for
instance, are under no obligation to publicly report test
scores or other measures of student achievement.
Conversely, the threat of accountability has led some
Protestant schools as well as home schoolers to oppose
vouchers, or to decline participation in tax-funded voucher
plans, fearing that private schools using more public funds
will lead to increased government regulation, as has
happened in Europe where private schools received
government dollars.85
Conclusion
School voucher proposals represent, as Peter W.
Cookson wrote, a “struggle for the soul of American
Education.”86 The weight of evidence to date argues
against them on every front. By allowing tax dollars to flow
directly to religious institutions, voucher programs that
include religious schools are constitutionally suspect. The
research on the education outcomes of students enrolled in
voucher schools shows little or no evidence that voucher
systems would consistently improve student achievement.
At the same time, voucher programs carry the very real risk
of further draining public education of needed resources,
particularly in poor, urban districts where the needs are
greatest. There is extensive evidence, furthermore, that

choice programs in general are likely to further divide
pupils and communities along social, economic, ethnic and
class lines, increasing social stratification rather than
enhancing educational equity. Where education reform is
concerned, the evidence suggests that, far from being a
silver bullet, vouchers represent only a false hope.
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